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Specially formulated versions of original shine and health supplements keep competitors
clear of drug testing rules.

Cheval International, the creators of Color Enriching horse supplements such as
Black-As-Knight, Gold-As-Sun, Red-D-Vinity, and White-As-Snow, makes all Cheval products in
a non-testing Show Horse Formula.

Cheval’s founder, August Anderson, is a USDF gold, silver and bronze medalist and she knows
the importance of studying the drug testing rules and making sure every Cheval Show Horse
Product is in full compliance.

All Show Formulas of Cheval’s Coat Enhancing supplements have alternatives to paprika and
peppers, which are banned because they contain capsaicin, which is thought to have some
pain-relieving effects. You can enjoy the coat enriching, darkening and shine of all the original
ingredients blended with healthy alternatives every day of the year without worrying about
testing.
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Lame-A-Way Show Formula is still the premier joint support without any hawthorne or
chondroitin.

With Cheval, show horses can look glorious and be healthy without worry. And Show Formulas
are the same great price and size as the amazing Original Formulas. Just put “Show Formula”
anywhere on your order and sit back and relax. You have more things to worry about at the
show than your supplements, so Cheval has you covered.

Whatever formula you choose, Cheval is GMO-free, natural, organic, and the home grown
Western South Dakota Wheat Grass is a source of perfectly balanced amino acids, vitamins,
omegas, and minerals including copper and biotin. You need no other horse supplements.
Health and shine on a budget is the Cheval horse supplement specialty.
Press release provided by Cheval International. For more information visit www.chevalinternat
ional.com
or call
605-787-6486.
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